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TorreVillage fashion village with the 
Designer Outlet Zaragoza will be present 
at MAPIC by ROS Retail Outlet Shopping

Designer Outlet Zaragoza, which is planned to open in 2018, is part of the new TorreVillage 
shopping complex. Torrevillage is a leisure and shopping complex that consists of: a fashion 
village, an international retail innovation center (ZIR, Zaragoza´s Innovation in Retail Center, 
with participation by TorreVillage, Telefónica, Intel, Microsoft and the HMY Group), a 
restaurant and entertainment area , and an area of medium-sized installations, in which 
the German operator Bauhaus is already installed, and 2,000 parking spaces, free of charge. 
TorreVillage contains a total gross leasable area of  66,000 m2, and is 10 minutes by car from 
the city center of Zaragoza.

Designer Outlet Zaragoza will be the home of more than 90 stores of the top fashion and 
lifestyle brands, with a total gross leasable area of 18,000 m2, built in two phases. Phase one, 
with 13,000 m2, will open to the public in 2018. 

ROS Retail Outlet Shopping, the Austrian company specialised in designer outlet 
and innovative outlet shopping concepts across Central Europe is in charge of the 
commercialization of the Designer Outlet Zaragoza and will present the project during the 
MAPIC, International Retail Property Market Trade Fair in Cannes, from November 15 to 17, 2017. 

The Iberebro Group, with headquarters in Zaragoza and Family Office Solans family (the owner 
of Pikolin, Europe’s second largest corporate group in the sleep industry), are developing 
TorreVillage in the space that was occupied by its old factory in the 1970s. The leisure and 
shopping complex retains its identity as an industrial complex with an important architectural 
project that is aimed at making it an international destination and generating a unique, 
different, and inimitable experience that is adapted to the new digital dimension. 

TorreVillage ShopTech is the commercial area of the 21st century where the physical, 
digital, social and emotional world come together thanks to technology. TorreVilllage is the 
materialization of the omnichannel model and will provide a unique user experience to the 
visitor and will offer digital tools to the operators that allow them to understand and predict 
the behaviour of their customers. It is the first shopping and leisure space with SHOPTECH 
DNA. It is an interactive, predictive omnichannel space.



TorreVillage Technology SHOPTECH developed by the TorreVillage ZIR Retail Innovation 
Centre. TorreVillage ZIR (T-ZIR) is a research centre applied to retail that dedicated to creating 
a unique ecosystem aimed at anticipating and creating the retail of the consumer of the 
future. 

Zaragoza becomes the nerve centre of this pioneering ecosystem dedicated to retail 
innovation along with the entire value chain of the sector.

TORREVILLAGE  ZIR
ZARAGOZA’S INNOVATION 
IN RETAIL CENTER

Iberebro Group

Iberebro is the family office of the Solans family, owner of Pikolin Group.

Pikolin, based in Zaragoza, has a turnover of more than 400 million and over 2,000 employees.
It is the second largest European Group in the bedding industry and leader in Spain, Portugal 
and France. It has eight production plants in Europe (five in France and three in Spain) and two 
in Southeast Asia (Vietnam and China) with more than 2,100 workers. Currently, the portfolio 
of Pikolin Group consists of thirteen brands: Pikolin, Bultex, Swissflex, Lattoflex, Serta, 
Dunlopillo, Orthorest, Epeda, Merinos, Sema, Sunlay, Pardo and Mediterraneo ® 

grupopikolin.com

ROS Retail Outlet Shopping

ROS Retail Outlet Shopping, based in Vienna, Austria, is the consulting and centre management 
company that specialises in designer outlets and innovative outlet shopping concepts 
in Central Europe. Its founders Thomas Reichenauer and Gerhard Graf are committed 
professionals who bring a combined total of more than 20 years of expert knowledge and 
experience in this eld to the table. 

ROS Retail Outlet Shopping covers all stages of a project, from location evaluation through to 
development and right through to operations, namely leasing, marketing, nances, retail and 
facility management. The company supports the sustainable growth of centres with its strong 
brand partnership activities, high-quality retail and customer service standards and innovative 
marketing approach provided by a professional senior management team. 

The portfolio of ROS Retail Outlet Shopping includes the Designer Outlet Soltau, City Outlet 
Geislingen, Brugnato 5Terre Outlet Village, Designer Outlet Warszawa, Designer Outlet Gdańsk, 
Designer Outlet Sosnowiec and Premier Outlet Budapest. The Designer Outlet Algarve, 
Designer Outlet Croatia, Designer Outlet Zaragoza, City Outlet Wuppertal, Fashion Outlet 
Kraków and City Outlets Paris are projects currently under development. 

ros-management.com
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